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Chapter I . 
INTRODUCTION AND HISTORICAL BACKGROUND ---. -----
The purpose of this pa.p~r., is to introduce- Monte-· Carl
o 
-· me·tfiods ~a.nd to describe· some ·sign1f1ca.nt appl1cat1o
ne of 
these m,thod1. By computa.tion~ on -random numb~rs, M
onte 
, / . 
· .Carlo methods provide solutions of analytic ind prob-
a~111st1c problems .. The following example illustrates 
' 
_·tl\!, use of Monte· Carlo in solving a fam111a.r proble!J1• 
In elementary calculus, one of the first prq~le~e the 
•tudent learns to solve is the evaluation or- <!efini t
e in-
'l -
.tegrals whtch 'a.r., often interpreted to be the _area under 
curves 
I 
such as ~:x2, between t.he ralues x=O and x=l !- We· 
know £x2ax=x3 ;3fo =l/3 by standard methods ('see fig. ':n . 
.."-·---If a ra.ndom sampling of points in the unit square is 
ta-
I . " 
ken, _about 1/3 of the points should lie below the cu
rve 
. 2 y=x • Chapter III describes several ways _in which sa
m-





ple', -a pr1m1 ti ve technique was em~loyed heri,. 
Rather than ·-·- -/ 
·consider the closed· interval E',j] as a,continuum of points, 
the sample space was. considered to be discrete and consis
ted 
of the· ·two-decimal .numbers between O and 1. These n
umbers 
(.and their squares)' were recorded and· placed in a cQnta.1ner.· 
-
' 
·'l'o determine if a, point (x,y )' lay below the curve' the .. 
contents of the 'Container were shaken and a number, 11!, waic~: 
. 
pi'c-ked. Thia -wa.e--e~r x value. Squaring __ the value o
f r1 
y,ielded x2 • Ye then· olftatned anoth~ number, r 2 , wh
i_ch 
·"'· 








.. ·-. ·.: - . • . .·: - ...... .'; J -.-.,... - . . ····~ . :
 .-
... ,..;:.,....,~--·- ..... --.- ·- ,.-..,. . 
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was our y value. The values of x 2 and y were compared. 
2 -~ 
· If x C y we, consi(Jered the trial a success and recorded it 
':, ,,:,: . 
as such; . if not,·· the trial was reco~ded as a .fail'1re. · .Afte3; 
. 
., 
.a large nuxpber of trials, we formed,the ratiQ (number.of 
succ~ss~S)/(numbe/6ftdals,) wh~ch is an ·~stim<!,te of / 1x 2dxo . 
. J,. j • • . '/ ; • • • " ,. • . I" 0 




of trials. is taken, the above ratio wtll approximate the 
•," . { . . .. . -' ' . . 
value of. the inte<_Jral .. (fn .this.· .. case. :1/3)•· si-nce. i/3 ~f .. ~. 
, . • '" ~ , 2 I '. • . • • 
•::. 
unit square lies below y· ~, x . and 2/3. 0£.· the utj~ t square .ite·s ~ , ~ .. G 
ab ,. ·., . 2 .. ·o.ve y ~ ·x • 
In per·forritirig this ·experimen"t::·, ·3.·a S'1ccesses. out .of. 
.. . . . " ·1· 
J 





This deviates from the true value of ~,~ lnt~gral {. 333 ••• >.· 
.by - • 01666,. • • The sampling in th~.s problem ·Was done ·· in: a 
naive manner. By various sampling i~provem.ents. equi·valen.t · 
re_sul ts can be obtained with less ef for·t. ' Th:~ ,mere ,·im-
.. ·... ¥. 
portant of these ~ampling improvements are discussed in {: 
Chapter IV. 
A simple gener~lization of -~e above problem is to 
\._ /.~. 
determine ~e area within·a ¢10.sed curve x = ¢ (t), y = 'fl (t). 
<Irf p·r:tnciple, the computati.011 fs the· same as that involved 
- 2 !~ in the evaluation of the area under y = x. )We obtain a point 
(x·, y) and determine' whether it lies within the area bounded 
~' .,, - ' 
'lJy the curve. Tfy.is calculation requires more effor·t ,,tha~ 
the prE:vious example due to the mo;-e comp.lex b~undary c9n-
dltions involved in· -this proble~ (s~e figure 2). 
. ·' 
.·~· -·., ........ _ - - -~ ij• l • 
,. 
' 









































Monte Oario has 1 ts origins, in a stattati-'ca·1 m~~h:oci 
I 
·known as m~del sa·mpl1n--g. Model sampling begins with ,a 
\... . 
m0del of a stochastic phen.omenon after which various" 
elements. of", the. population are chos,,en a:t .random •. ·Marshall 
. 
' I . •. • . 
. 
~ l • 
note,s f-th~t s-tati,sticians have beenQ./ ~e1.n.g· the,se·:_:sampli_ng 
1 . .. ' - • 
' -" . . . 
~- ... methods _in .the inv~stigation ot probab11"1st1c relation-
.fa 
-: 
ships. An exam~le of this is· ·n ••• the· e·ffect of- non-
ll 
' 
··n.qrmality on statistical test procedures d-evised for samples 
fr.om nor~al ( Gau,ssian )' popula.tions · • •. • • " ('14a )' The 
term .will prob~bly---·continue to be used; however, ; t has 
,..-s1nce been embodied 1pto what we here refer to a.s ~onte. 
O.arlo Methoo s. 
Model sampling was ~enerally applied· to sto,ohastic . 
• 
problems rather tnan. problems arising <?Ut of an analytic · 
_process. However, in discue··eing Monte ·Carlo methods, 
Househo1a,r. (15c) states:· I 
The novelty ••• in the suggestion 
that where an equa.,tion arising 1n a non-
probabilistic context demands a nume~-
ical~solution not easily obtainable 
by standard numerical methods, there ma.y . 
~exist a stochastic process with distri-
butions Ot' parameters which satisfy the 
equation, and it may actually be more 
efficient to construct such a process 
and comnute the statistics ·than to at-
tempt to use those st~ndard -methods. {16a,) 
:-r;this ·conce.pt was .. ,discovered by Ulam and Von . Neumann and 
............. - - - - .... -
dominated rriuch 1 of the-- early literature on Monte oarlo. 
........ 
Thus, Monte Carlo is a method of studytne an stocha.ette 







·. •, .. 














the term "Monte Carlo" should not ·be used unless some sort 
of #{1~nce reduction tfchnique is used. in the calculation, 
The name~ nmodel sa.mp'i1ng11 t· should be UJed Whe~ purely 
. i 
ra.ndom. sampling is 1nvply~-a.. As M~rs~all po in.ts out; _,;.tf~-----. '\ 
' \• ),· .. · ... ,- t ' ' \_ - ....... ' 
. aoph1st1ca tion aometime,s has a high price. • • ti - .du~ t,o 
·, ..JI 
-f: · ... "~ 
lengthy routines on th~ ·computers and the.extra·t1me which 
~ . . ~ . . 
.. 
-
must be spent in analyzing the problem •. · He .states, however, 
' . 
• • • in common usage Monte Carlo is. synonymous with ~ny 
~ ' 
u·se of random sampling in. treatment of ~ither deterministic 
6~alyt1Q} ·or probabilistic problems. n (14a) 
I 
The earliest use of Mont~ Carlo was in c_onnection. with 




"' - . 
_,, . 
'in particle diffusion were modeled in their probab111st1~ X 
., 
character (see, for example, Cashwell and -Everett, (1) )'. 
·• 
. 
Another·. early use of .Monte Carlo ,occurred tn the 
period 1947 .. 49 when Fermi, Metropolis, and U1am usedy_it to .. 
. 
~obtain estimates of the eig~nvalues associated with the 
Schroed 1nger equa. tion. Kac also used ·.Monte Carlo on this 
problem. -_ Marshall noted ( in 1954r "Thus far, no publisht.d 
result-a show any marked imprpvemen't, over r~lts att~in·1a 
able·by classica'i techniques." (14a) 
In an expository paper in 1949, Ulfim expressed the 
concept .of forming a. stochastic aJtlalogue of a problem ,..,,_-
·Whose d1~ct soluti.on would be .much too- laborious. (20) He 
_ auggeated that d-1g1tal computers may be _used to a.dvantag~ .~ 
A l o ,, ' 



























-~. • .• the the.ory,'of pr~babilities,.-which .. 
f~o~ one point of'view is· a branbh· of 
combinatorial analysis is a case in point~· 
The so~called M6nte Carlo method may be· 
said to c,on-s1st of a -J~physica.1 1 pro-
'\ duation. of models of combinatorial --e1t-
. ua ti on s • !·• · 
. / 
"' ' : 'o • • V ' /f 
For ~xample ,· e.s.ti_mate the· produetion of n_ .. !· perm~tations of 
n o~ct,s pos~~ssin~.'a_·givenpropfrty P-(in pr~ctice, 
complicated). For large ·values _of n, '1t is· impossible to 
.\ 
"'t ' . 
c·onsider all cases, s.o ·the prooed~re 1s to ,check·a·' large 
w 
numbe~ of permutations a.t random and obse·rve,.'t.he proportion 
-
. 
ha.ving._property P •. \ 
' i 
., Matrix inversioJ;i by Monte Carlo has\ also been stud\~d. 
~e basic idea was .devised by Von NeUman~ ancl_ ~am a~d .1~ 
based o~ the ·fact that A..;l:~Ak:. Sta.ndard methods haVe, p:ro..Ved 
,, ·-· ' . ~ ,· 
~ 
f~ster and more accurate for this problem. (4,6) 
. 
. 
Reliabil,t,ty_ estimatiDn has been/studied by S. I~ 
·. Firstman. {5)" Suppose a!'l estimate of ~he reliability, R, 
of a p~ece of equiyment is des~rea. The distributions 
s.nd paz,atneters are specified and estimates a.re- ma¢Le. The 
calculation is repeated a large number of times (depending 
.on the-accurac.y desired), an·d the ~·esulte are ta.bu.lated. 
. . . 
· J A graph may be drawn showing the oumulat;ve distribution as _ 
shown in figure 3. Figure 3. itidicatea that,.a represena'\ative 
mac.hine has the probability .P(RfX) .. that its reliability is 
less than X. 
F 
---
· This probJ.em may include down times ·r1noperative 
. ~ 
' . 
due to some malfunction.). following a breakdown' tempera.tu re' 
. . . 
























































dewa---time\ calcu1ation, - uter ~avi-ng determined ~ for a 
specific machi,ne, ·. ·choose -a random· number .s. If, s < R,, :the 
. 
machine has; not failed. · If s ~ R the mach·itne h~s failed 
and can be repai1;e·d with so~ probability, say p. 
-:I 
By 
choosing additional random numbers, we m~y q.e1;erm,ine 
whether o~t · the mach~ne is .:fepa.irab.ite. · If so, the .. :-
. . . 
·.\ down time may be determi.ned by se.lecting another,, random 
number. .... conseque:n.tly,· by running a large: n~er of trials, 
an, estimation of operating time can be made.· 
. . . . '\ ' ' 
Th~ ea_rly the9.ret~caJ. treatments of ~onte carJ.o 
.. ~ ' . 
·e9nc~n.trat~d largE:+Y on €he solution of the above type of .... 
deterministic problem~. In ·pract~c~, fewiof th~se ·have 
•, ~ 
;been solved by Monte ··car lo due . to the amount of computer 
t:ime needed. The dominance..Jof thi~ type of -prohlem in .. , 
the literature·· is due to i.ts potentialities· .?-nd tth:e fact 
th~t rn~ny of the contributors have been. working i.n the ... '-
:J "\ 
. ' 
. field,-o,f theoretical numerical analysis than oti applied 
pro'.QlE:lms ... . .. 
. .. 
~ Requirements o~ a Mon~e .. Carlo Cal.culation 
·""": . 
T'fie requirements of a Monte· Carlo .calculation ~re few 
and relatively simple. F~rstly, th,e distributions· and 
,-. 
p~rameter ... s of th~ s~oa,iasti:c proce~s must be 
T,hese may be vari~d during different runs of 
s~ecified._; ~ 
th~4!, _same e~ "· 
' . . 
perimen·t...1. but· they must be specified each tiem. S.econdly,. 
. \ . f· .. 
the prob_lem $hould nof b~ given to a_~qni.ck- solution by ·us.ual 
.•' ) 
. ~ 
n,~11~dcal 0~. ae~~°'.1inistfc methods. 











That is, tt_ may ~e 
sp~ution is m~e 
. I r""' . 





















economical if obtained bY -~ M9nt~·Carlo calculatiol'l •. Thirdly, 
a supply Of random numbers (us.11a~y wiif0rni1:Y dis_tribittedt . 
· ·is reguired."' TO paraphrase saaty, ·a rana,n n~er iJ.s a r'e~ · 1 
·variable whose value i 1s detenqined by ~~nee. (18) .· The 
. 
- ;# ' ,· . . . I' •.: '\; 
rand9m I numbers may be supplied directly as valu~s of· some 
-- -- ----·----------··-···-·-·--- -··- -·-·-- - - ----~. - - -·- -·--~-- , ___ ,,.. ..... -~------- ..... ~~ -.. --·-···-····-· .. ··--· ..... --··--··-···~ .. -·---·-··- --··· ·- ........ ··--t··· ··-···. ·-····- .............. ·'·--. __ ................. -- . ' . . 
P:t::~l:>ability density function or they may be supplied as the 
,r 
~-· 
values of some distribution functioh (:r = P (X ' t 0 )). It may I 
. -. 
be noted here that _·the - distribution. -fl#l~tion (which· .is some-
time$ c~~led the cumulative ~ributio~) ·P(x·, b°.) _.j_~p(s)ds. 
A nafural· question arises at this· point. Assuming the 
i d~stribut.ions and.parameters h~ve been specified: correctly, 
I and the random numbers correctly chosen, what error will be 
present in th.e. ··;inal answef? It is improbable that it ~ill 
'A 
-~,, 
. '\ .be exac.tly correct, but with som8'~ophistication, satisfac-
-~ 
tory results can·be obtained. The error is statiijtical .in 
nature_, so, ~ortunately, there i:i a good };>Qdy of -theory to--
Q, 
refer to •. 
:\ 
suppose the quan ti t:y---it is 
-~ f~. 
* desired.to obtain ~s z 
' (wh~ch ,is, of course,' '1nkn0Wl1) • Let the Monte Carlo estimate 
*· of Z be d~noted,by. z• and suppos'e there· have been N trials 
/ . 
to obtain Z'. That is, Z 1 -_:_ {1/N)~z .• An estimate of the 
. 
' ' 1 
variance is V = (1/N) L<zi -z' ) 2• ~ -re't''erring to ·the·. Central 
: Limit Theoreni H i' seen that Pc/;,~~·,< K) = f CK)- ~(-K). ' 
. where oJ: = v, K is some arbitrary numser > o:; and .q (K) is the 
J. ;, "" cumulative nQJ:Tnal di.s.!;i:ibution. It seems apparent that in 
·perfonning a Monte c~rlo calculation eith~r of two parameters 
can be manipulated to minimi'ze 'the error. Either the number 
. -. 


















































vices may, be sought. The v~ .. r~~nce is an--i~se :function 
' 
/ • 'H 
,, 
,:; , ' 
r 
I - ' . • . , 
C·of the number/ of trtals' so by doubli~g the ·numberv of 'triAls' 
... r I , 
, · . ( \ • . . · . . . . 
I 




. ( ,,.l·. 
' 
f ·~ y,; . f: ~ ,, : { . ; • .~ . . ,· ' • i :. " ;:->: .. , 
. "'can· prove ~'Q be qu1 te expens_ive; · for example, in __ a ,p·rob-
---·-·------ ~·~·-· . ··-
···--··---.. ·-'' ···----~- "· . ---···· --··· -- '--:-~:-. ----··;"- - '-•··-,•-·,-· - ···: ··-'°'·:"···=·~~. -·"='"f~·-·-· -·-. --~ -~ - -~~'~··=·· ----~~· .. 




I . / . ' • . . . 
/are numel'.'ous ·va.r~ance reducing 
I .;t.., • I , " 
,I I 
• • !I .,, 
sampli_ng techniques,· a:· 
I . 
· few(·· of which a~.e listed hef!e1 -
I 
. 1) Importance Sampli?lg \; 
~ . 
····2); Rusi,.an Routette and 'Splitting 
-
_ 3)' Use of Expected Valu.es (combination of 
analytic and p~obabil.istl.c methods·') 
. 
'""' 
-.. 4) Correlation and Regression 
?) Systemat~-t. sa ... mpling 
6) Stratified Sa~ling (Quota Sampling) 
7 





When a. variance reduc t.ng device is used, care must be I . . -
taken. ~'o ·lqolude 'thfs fa.ct in thl!! oaloula tions; otherw1~·e; ' 
> \ 
, 
the res\ults wtll b, biased. The 11st of techn1qu.es given 
t . 
here fs by no mean~ ·a.,.. complete one~ · Inde\d, on~ can 
,,:.;-, 
,, ~o.esign and use one's own varlanc, reducing device ae the 
need ~rises. .,, 
~ 
The· Varianc-e of an Estimate of a Probability p 
0 
If a probabil~ty p is estimate.a by p'=n/N, the variance 
" 











X be the number o.f succ-es.ses in N triala. 'Then E{X):f;cb{l:{,N,p,} 
.\ 
- .... _. -




l.' ,••• .-.• '• ' • • ~ • • 
• IL 
• 
where b(X,N,p) denotes the bi~omia1 ~1stribut10-r1 .. , X the nu,mber 
. • -
. r 
of succe ~ses, N .. \he !)Umber of triars ,· a.nd p the probab111 ty 
of success on a~y one triai. 
,.J,; 
- , .9' -- - . - -- - -
. . 
. 
It is well known tha.t E(X)~I) 
.. .'.l._ 
h A , 





! •. ' l - , 
l , -




..__ .. ·~ ·-
. I ') 
., 
-.. g-- ' 
and1 Va.r(i):E( (~~Np )2 )=E(~2 ).-(${X) )2. By a standard result I 
we have Var(x)::Np(11.-p)~ If, howe,ver, we multiply 'x by '1/N 
, 
• 
we then would obta.in the expe.cted value. of~ p a.nd V~r(X/N)': r' 
/' 
"' 
Var( p) :E( ( l/N(:lt:Np) )2 ) :E(t2J!f2 )-rE:CX/N}f2:(ifN2}~rt]H:-- ---------,·,.,..,. 





·'-J\ . ' , \ 
. ' 











' \. \. ~: 
.; \· 




'·). ' . 
,-, -~"": ··-· 
: r:· 
·'· · .. ,.. ·- . ·- .- . ' ... . .. . . ,. 
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Chapter II .• 
APPLIC·ATIONS;I 
• "'>Iii 
Int rp'dl10 t ton 
( 
. . 
The five applf~ations of Mont\e Carl_o to be discussed 
1JJ this section are: (-.) ·The 1Evaluat10~ ·ocf Integrals·; \ . . \ . 




·--- -· ,~ .. -" -~------~{h)_.~·Butllea.r ... lliffusion. ··.Preble.ms T .. -- ; -- . --·-'!· .. ·-~--.. , --- 8 -· ----- -------.......--· 
- \ 1 ' 
• • • • • • • • . ' • • 1 • ~ •• '. ••• 









\ . ' : . . . 
( d) ~ Partia~ D1ffere1tlt1al Equations; ft 
. ..,:\, 
. I 
( e) Queueing Theory. -
' . . 
·_ ·The-. ·toplcs 8;re br~e-fly summarized he~e. ·The.evaluation 





\of Mo.nte Carlo. ·1t 1s· not· suggested that this technique be 
' .· ) . . 
used in tw~-dimerisional cases· where· Simpson's Rule or 
Gaussla.n _QuadraturerFormulas.1can be use~ easily. It is in 
. \ the muit4dimensional · ca.see where the· integrand ts not of 
an elementary type that a Monte Carlo method is beneficial._._ 
' -~ ''\>-" 
,, 
' Next, Nuclear D~:rru·s1on problems· will be considered. In 
practice; Monte CarlQ has .been\a.pplied~·.more:~eften:in 'this 
,,-, ..,,,, .. 
I field than in others·because it has been easier to formulate 
• 0 
the problems. ~ -No probabilistic analogue of an anaiytic 
concept occurs 1n this type-of problem. The method of sol-
1 
Jj,I 
·uti·on of Nuclea.r. Diffusion problems uses random numbers to 
estimate r61.·ndo.m processes. Th~ third ca_se, Length of aervice 
I .. - . . 
. ' J. 
problems, has. m1l.1 ta.ry applications.-~ O.ne spec 1f1c case, 
'<! 
no:t discus_sed in d_ttail, 1-s determtiling the _range qf a~~' 
I 
nuclee:-i r po·w·e-~red-.... -at1bma-rino.-. · 'fh-e solution 0--f Part ia.l 
. 
- ·-·-
Different i_a l Equations will then be considered. The specific~ . 
case of La.place's equation is di~cussed and br1e-~ mention is 
given to.· certain re·search performed.- on the determination of , 
-. 
-' . -

































the 1owpst eigenvalues. of f?chroedine;er'.s equat-1on. Fina'lly: 1 
., 
I . 
a short resume of the applications J"fonte 
queueing Theory 1s e;1ven. ; f '\.., '--' 
-.,_,--~ ··---, ·t. '" ' -.... 
,• 
. 
Carlo to ··- .t• 
r ' , - ' ! , As an introductory -example, consider the problem----g1 ven 
-- . \ . 
1\ .th: Jirst Chapter:, the~valuation or_(x2dx.:.., The unit square 
was ~iv1d'ed by a 1attice of 10,ooo·-po1nts, (x,y), _and , I 
·· :\raiues c:,f x_ and y were chosep from. a sample sei. cons1~t1n·g 
• 
· . .-~ . 
J~f the 11D-de0imal numbE!r~ between O and 1. The est1111at~ of 
the integraJ. was· made by f~~1ng the .ralo of the numbe~ of 
. . '' 
\, 
:~. 
"• these "lattice _points"· which were chosen. A e;eneralizat1on 
of this procedure to multi-dimensional 1ntegrals.:ro110••· 
I,et X be an n.;.d1mensional vector, R ,some n-dimensione.1 
' I I region and· f epme function of X. · The problelll g'iven above 
becomes 
r· 
J will bfl eva;i.uated by _reducing J to J"=/RtdX'; where 
• <.._/ • 
. ~-.X'' is an-(n+l)•d\:'1ensional vector aild R' 1side1'1ned by the 
1nequal1ties: Gi(X')-<.O, ••• Gm(:X')<;O. The Gi(X') are 
···~ evaluated at each point. If a point sat1sf1es these m in-
equa11t1es, it is classified as a success; if !lot, as.a. 
, 
failure. The tota:1 of successes -divided by the total ! . 
.. ' '\, . - . 
trial~ giVes an estimate of the proportion of the sample 
__ .. sp;ce Whfohl.he region R1 C:(H)q:pie.s.. MQI'8 compactly~- a large 
. -- . ---·-· ........... --· -
I • 
number ·of lattice points (not necessarily ot·the order . • I • • -
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. ~- .,1 t is. determined if. they .sat1s:fy·;·-the inequa11 ties Gi ex fr)·. 
' . 
... ,_ .... ·-·-
':Che Monte Carlo rat'i? is then.calcuiat~d~ ·-·- , 
-----~ 
·. Instead of dete~ining a set: of inequal_i ~~!)S1 _ G1 , 
. . , 
I • 
·- ·which may prove difficult, or-- imp.os.s.ible ... t.c .. do .. ,. .. 1a. ·:more ........ J ______ ······--·=·-··-····· . 1 
direct method may be attempted. As be"fol:)13, let J:~:r'(X)'dX. . 
-




The qur,i.ntity ~wff'CZ/ is .an Unbiased ~stimate of J. where · 
the Zj are. ch~sen at rando_m_ f:rom R and ~-he wj ·are weighti~g _ _.. · 
factors W:i th' th,e propertY 2iw j=l. If enough informatio~ · · 
is known about .. the function f, the error can be reduced by 
suitable. aa~pling modification-a {·see · Chapter IV)' • 
..... " \. ... 
~ 
Monte Carlo methods are rarely used to evaluate · 
-~ i-~~egrals ;ecause they are lengthy and cumbersome. Usll&liy, 
a large number of samples must be taken to obtain any degree . -··- ... ...,_---.;: 
~1 
' . of accuracy. Frequently, the functions whi.ch must be evai-
o• ; 
uated in the course of the computation are complicated -----
and difficult to- work with. In compu~ers, for example, th• 
extraction of roots ia a time consuming process. In 
certain complicated problems Monte Carlo methods, although 
time-consuming, are the only method available and should 
be used. Hamme:rsley has published ,some result? of. his,. 
C f· 
.._~ I. 
investigations ?f the evalua.t1,.on of integrals. ('8). (Also,.-
~ see bibl i<:>gra.phy in ( 8) ) .. 
f 
Nuclear Diffusion Problems 

















.. ., -.; ···- .. .-.-.. ~ ....... , .. ., ...... ······'.:•:·:····· 
-···· 
' . problems is very realistic since the ,pr6cess·e-s·-w1ifch are 
I 
simulated by Motlte Carl_p are, -as far a 1s is known, random . _ 
.,,.. 
in nature.· In this class of problems, we determine what 
' . / 
percentage of ·particles starting at a given sourc~ ter.;.· ·· · · 
minate in various cate'2:ories a·fter passing thr(!)ugh a given·_ 
-. ,_ . ---
·- - ----··:-- "-- - .... _.::_..-:___ ·- ·- --
medium with a known configuration. Some· of these·~ 
-- -·- ------ - .. ~,- ~ . 
·~. 
;.,. 
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;.,.,r 
., 
categories might b~: escaped, from the s1,stem, absorbe
d 





Each trial traces a particle from, .. ~1-",he ttme 1 \ leave
s ·the 
·source·i'"lintil 1 t cari be classified. These trials· are 
\ ~ 




ev~nts a:·re known, the Monte C.ar~o method. fs used at eaqh: 
... 
\ . . 
.. 
stage in a part.j..cle I s history :to determine its· behavior. ( l_). 
\ ; 
\ 





cond.1.tions of the problem.. ·The set will c,onsist o
f the 
.I 
particle's position, direction, and, when the .par
ticles , , 
are not from.a monoenergetic source,. its energy •.
 The first 
I 
I 
st,ep in the computation determines if a particle, 
sta.rtirig -
at an arbitrary poin.~ wit~in_a region, has a coll
ision in 




of t-:t1e particle are computed before continuing. I
f the 
·pa_rticle escapes from the region, it is next deter
mined if 
the particle has escaped from the system •. If it ~
as, the 
., 







not escaped from the. system., the region it his pas
sed into 
is determined by the new position parameters. Th
e first 
step is. repe~ted---it 1=_~ determined whether the pa
rticle 
ha·s a ,collision or, escapes· from the new region.· 




the type of coli"is.ion _...,,( such as elastic scattering, inelastic 
~-
5 




particle was captur_ed or sca.ttered; if scattered,
 the angl•. ,: 
.,.1 
... " 
· of sc~tter1ng and t,he particle 
1
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. ' ! 
. 
~--
-- ' ' After the new parameters nave been· calculated• ( 
' I' p ! ,~ 




' ~ ' 
some case~, tfu: sc·attered 1;>S:rt1-?l~ will not have _·enough ., ' 
----, .......................... _ .................... -f-----------~ ............................................................ ~ ..... , ................ ,. ................. _ ......................... -- ........ ,,.... . .... , ....................... ,;-~~ .. ~ .,. '. 
t 
energy to be of -further interest. If the' part!icle ha:s been 
. l 
captured, t·he terminal category (.such as los-s to weight 
~ 
cutoff~ loss to energy cutoff>'_' 1/8 selected and. a new particle 
. ) 
i 
, 1a; stud 1ed. 
·-As an example, conslder the. problein of the effects of· 
' 
:·neutron irradiation of human.- tissue~ This has been studied 
. -
I 















. -:--.~ -· ~ ~--.-. ; __ .::: ... 
z 
:f; 
.. i~' - • . t 
physical phenomena being investigated. "Whenever_ a . rand.om 
selection mu~t- be ~ade in .. our experiment, the ·corresponding 
.. physical situation seems to be a matter of random choice. tt (14d·) · 
' The ··problem was to est~ma.te the damage done .. by a A' 
broad beam of neutrdns at energy level E0 , to&a slab of human 
~ ' ~ 
tissue •. The value E0 was ~ixed during ~he problem. A 
sample of 10,000 neutrons was examined and several functions 
) .. 
were. calculated from wh.ictl'the da~age was -determined. · 
.The··se functions are: 
. . . 
2. C(X) 
; ' 3. S1(X) 
,, 
Average energy il'J'.!partea· to tissue atoms 
by interation type T (on~ of six 
possible types) · 
· Collision density of thermal neut.rans 
Source created by neutrons slowing past 
1 ev level · 
p. 
' ' ; 
t. __ 
,-,....-·· 
4. 5th ('X) ~ ~ . ; ~7B,our2~~ r.~.a:t .. ea
11
:~_y n_eutro.it~L ... ~19.~J:JJg . . Pa..~t ... ,-~, .. c;.-··:·.:: ... , ...... " .... f· 
. ·:.., 
l O ev level l.4dr). -- , , -·· ..... - . , -........... · ..... ·,.... ... . . : 
1 I 
. . ' 'I t ~, . I 
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The ·effective target area ~that a 
t 
{ 
I \.,- '> 
nucleus presents is 
. , ' It is a 
I 
' . . 
)-..___- / 
~
_, function of the type of particle -bombarding the nucleus 
· . · and of the energy of the ·part~~le ~ ·The probabili t; th;.;i \ -,_ 
; 
___ / a neutron of. energy E0 is_ scattered by a.t;i ,atom- of a certain 
! 
\ 





(/ In this prob_lezp 1 t waE$ a~sumed tn?.t biological damage 
• '. : • ~ I I 
was due to energjl\ q1ssipat1on 0 1:f'lf"-'rays, ~rotons emitted in 
- \ ' 
oertat aDsorptiotl r~!l,Gltion'S, and the energy d1ss1pat1oD ,..__ .-· _. -. - " . . . 
of the recoil,, ions whtch were pr.pduced. The .. protons and 
- .\ -~ \ 




damagin·g at. some· di-stance :from their origin. 
I 
I, 
· The slab of tissue lay at ~•30 cm. The program was 
... ,.,. 
' -begun by starting ·a neutron, with energy·E0 , at the origin 
-
-1n the positive X-direction. Then a distance· 1,., travell~d I -: \ 










·--f random.- The coordinates of the point at which the collision 
' ·' 
took' place were odmputed. 
I If ~he c-ollisfon was inside the 
slab, the type of interact.ion· 1was chosen, the new para-
-· . 
-meters .,computed, §.nd -an increment was added to the ap-
;¥ ( ,, -r..:..-::,., 
propriate ET(X). 
'.be ~dded t~(X). 
,., 
A thermal neutron's contributiun would also 
If an energy level was cros·se~, this was 
\ ~ ~ 
/ ' 
noted, aiong wit;h the co_ordinates at the time. The.pz:'OOess i--
---- --
. - , :: . .•. __ ._ __ -....... -- .. _I,_ .. 
. -- . . . - .•..... - .. ~ .• ,. •.• - - ~ -- . , - . - • • . . . . . . - . . . I 
'!a.s repeate? ~¥til the neutron ·was_ absorbed· o:1" had. pass·ea··---,.---~~, .. ,.,,,,.,_ .. , ... --:, .. 
- " . ·- . - .. .. . - I 
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After 10, ooo h1stor1e s had been examined, and tne 
.. ' 
;0~ ,,b.;f ·,. 
. ~ ! 
functions ET(X), C(~), S1:(X), 5th CX) ev~luat_ed, the 
, av;erage damage to the tissue, was dete.rmined py assumipg~_/ 
' 41 • 
that this damage was propor,tional. to the energy gained 
, ! 
' .,. ' 
QY the ti~sue. 
' f 
These proportionality factors are .called 
' 






Lengt~ of Service Problems 
"Length of Service problems are ••• multivariate 
' ~ . 
problem.a in sequenc-e. n (ls) 
' 
,Some examples of this type of .Pro~ 
blem are: 
I 
. ~ - . ~ I I • 
1 • . IJ. manufacturer of a new product desires to 
learn the average lifetime- of this new product.~ By using 
,· 
. a ·t(onte Carlo method he Qan obtain esttmates of these data. 
b: 
.2~ Suppose we want to determine if a mi.ssile is capab.le '.' 
of trave.lling a certain minimum d is''tance. Some of the 
•,/·"<it·-·.' 
p~enomena .involved are_ random in nature ( such as thrust,. 
f~ 
·specific impulse, residual -fuel) so the Monte Carlo 
t1 •' >.,. 
,, 
' \, method has been used in this field. · -3. The Navy may de-
sire per:formance estimates of a nuclear submarine. F'Or /~ 
.. 
~ 
this problem, an additional Monte Carlo run may be desired 




4. An automobile company may want gasoline mileage estimates 
of a new model aµtomobile. ~is problem will be d1scussed 
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' 1 · 











:-.. _ ...... ·.·..;............ Initially, the pa.rameters and ,distributions which ! 
. . ···~·-····· ..................................... ,,,... I 
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-the form of design specifications, theoretical calcu-
· .. '"'"'." .,.1at1l~~r s1.m~1Y., · g.iven functfo:
1
~ c;,f empirica: data~ 
. i;,.. 
.(.,· 


















• .. _,ilri.! ~· :l;:f 
.;_·· 
• 
' . ·-11--. ~-
.. 
. . ~ 
The m~re,aocura.t~y the initial conditions·?,1re· known,'· 
• I ' 
the more confidence ~~Y be placed in the result·. 
I 
The answer is computed by evaluating the function o:f 
the random ~ariables :f'or many .. arguments and the values 
averaged. Some values may be weighted more ·heavily than 
others. This is because· mor'-.inf'orma.tion may be available 
about. some points and less about otiers. , ,r'' 
l 
• .. 
Consider the problem of establishing a gas consumption ,~/ 
rate :ror a new model automobile. · Suppose the de.signer$ 
estimate the mileage as X miles per gallon in the city, Y-
.. 
,. 
miles p_er gal~on in suburban zones, and Z miles per gallon 
in the country~with standard deviation? vx, v1 , vz, 
· · _resp~ct;1~ely,.,____ Sometimes, when the tank will n-ot :feed gas 
j 
. . .. ~ .• 
.... ,_...-~ . .,,.,, .. ~~' 
') 
~-·· ~ 
any more,· the·re i~ a small amount· of residual· fuel left. 
I 
I • 
This amount varies between O and lf. For s1mpl1o1 ty, sup-
· PO~_e, these quantities are uniformly distril;>uted. Finally,' 
'• ........ 
suppose thtt Pl is the proportion of city driving, P2 is 
--...... 
th9:. proport1.on or suburban ttrivi:pg, and p3 ts the pro-" .... 
portion of country driving.· Choose four random numbers:· 
r 1 , r 2 , r:,, from ,.the un~form a 1str1bution between -1 and 
4. • 1, _and r4 -from the ~niform distribution between o.- a.na·,1~ 
Since the. former distribution has me?.n O .a.nd ata·noard 
\ deviation 2/~, the distribution must be adjusted to have 
.. I , 
! 
the appropria~an and standard deviation {r,gasoline 
' 
consumpt{hn f.or -~1 ty, 'subµrban, and countryi driir1.ng)-. 
't 
' This is accoII1plished by multiplyin·g the random numbers by. 




































then adding r1 '-, r2 •:,. r 3" to .x; °Y"; Or Z, resp!<iUvely'. 
'I , ·,' ·;' ... , 
- 'l I 





1 • ··~ • 
. ' 










The residual ,fue~ is .. Wr4 • The total 
. l C 
gaso+ine' us,a . . is: / ,. /,· 
I, . ' I , ,. .· . ! .' ' 
, I 
. .1 
• ' 11 ,.._,. • : f :· ~:. -, .- ~---·• .-.: 
tank. The -total miles / . 
. -
c ... wr4. where a is 'the capacity of the 
I 






R\pea.ting · these calculations a large number /of times 
provides good estimates of gasol1~e mileage. The~~ data 
j 
i 
can be represented as an arithmetic· ave~age, a table ·giving 
results of each trial., or a graph; (y:P(milee .. per gallori~x)). 
/ 
. . -
The problem can b.e mad_e more general or co·mplex in a number 
~ of ways. · The distributions_ of the mileages (X,Y:',Z, )' need not 
be uniform, or the proportions (P1, p2 , P3j ~an be chosen 
randomly. 
' 
. The pNCess given ~bove is me.r~.ly a: s.peciftc ex~.111ple 
of ·the more general class of len_g.t}1 of service problems. 
entirely a.n9:~goue prodedure is followed to solve these 
questions. 
Partial Differential Equ~tions 
. ~ 
An 
Two.examples of Monte Carlo applications in the field 
of Partial Differential Equations.are given in·this sect10ll. 
. ?~' 2.. . 
, Le.place 1 S equation 1~ two dimensions, ~K~+J;i•o, has been 
.... _ 
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,a-imp.le differential equations: arid .• 
1 stochas~i,c approximation methods invol-, f 
ving segueilt~a~ly dependent varia})les ~ 
The _lack of a -substantial ,body of sta~ . 
tisttcal theory dealing with such 
var!ab.les mak~s Mont~ carle--·±ndispen-. 
1
sable in thi~ area. 11 (IS )1 1 
' 
f 
- . ,• , .. ~ . ..-,: ' ' . . . /. . . ; 





~\ + ~2~ = 0 for o ~ x f.. ri. O ~· y Ji l with boundary condp-tions. 
ox ' Y. I . . 
u(x,l) = ,s~n7rx, U(x,O) =;= U(O,·y.) = U(l,y) = o. TOdd giyes .the 
exact so{u~ion as U(x;y) = (sinlJx sin µTfy)/sin hll. ·~ef 
MOrite Carlo procedure- i.n ,this problem is to .iet a particle 
. \ ' 
begin a random walk at a point P. , Wh~n the particle reaches 
a point Q ~n the bouncmI'Y ,· :the.: .boundaryr function .~s i eval~ated 
I 
"at a~ It has ~een shown,~at the expected value of U(Q) · = • 
l!(x0 , y0 ) is U(P), the val~e o,= u a~ ,p. (2) • I 
~e random walk is described as· follows: start a, 
. . :! \ 
particle at some poin~ PO inte_r~or to the region. .Then· if 
\ \ I . ~ 
the par.ticle is at _some point (xn,Yn), at the nth s.tep, · 
" 
it.will move to one of 1:}le points (~n'Yn-h), · (xn~h;.y~~ · · ., · · 
(xn, y n +lj) ' (xn +r, y n) where h is the leng~.- qf a st~~;) the 
I 
probability of moving to any one of these points is 1/4. 
., 
I , 
'nte rand/om walk is conti.nued until the boundary is reach~~;-
• 
'--- i • 
the function is then evaluated at this boundary point. The 
) 
average of these boundary values will ----eonverge to the 
-
functional value at the starting point. In the case under 
,,. 
I 
· aonside1ration, a walk terminates if either xn or yn assumes 
··· · ··-the1 ·v-alue 'O or the value 1.. In this problem tike vaiue: 1./16 
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6 (Chapter IV)' for use in this problem. Ke assumed that 
I I 
~n approximation u* to u ~as· known and then used a~~walk 
. I . . ' - . . ,i 
biased tow~-rds points at, which u* was large. The bias 
,, 
wat. removed by usf!. of _a we;ighting factor·. Ere noted that-
, 
the length of time.., required t,o compute .(:54 walks was. 11 about ~ 




•1mple case~" (~O) 'rhe s imp~ ca ee , wa·a, of c G.u:ree , the 





It is appar~t that 
vanta.geous in th1s case. 
1mportanct· ~ampli~, was not ad-. I 
.:;rndeed, . n the. prt,l?lem ·of 
solving pa.rtial differential equations in ~~ dime~sions, 
• I • 
the Monte ·Carlo method is not ayt economical one sinoe more 
. . 
~ . . 
I' • ) 
-accurate results can b~e obtained •by relaxatfon· methods. 
• j 
Al thou~_J·-~-.. --~-~-Q·-·-~-1.-~ens!c:>ns_,. Mo~_te 9-~:rlc,_-: !~ n_o~ :l?r.act_~_c,_al,, _ 
in higher_ dimensions Monte C~rlo \ is more advantageous th~n 
- . 
relaxation methods .since eomparable results can ·be found .. 
C, 
' . 
· by Monte Carlo·· without l~e increases in cost over the 
;two-dimensional ~ase, whereas the application of relax-
'\ ' . 
ation. methods ~:gcreases in-- dtfficulty rapidly as the 
~ \~' I 
number---of dimensions increases. 
~e solutio~ of eigen~notion-eigenva1ue problem,& ··is 
---~/another area· 9f study which offers great theoretical 
~ v-. - - f . ·-- . . ·-· . . . . . . . . . . . ' ...... > . 
potentialities. Donsker and Kao used the method to obtain 
. 
(. 
estimates of the lowest eigenv~\u~ and principal eigen-
' 0 I . 
! 
, .\:.._: . 
. f ' 
- ' / j 
, I 
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. ,. 
,tunc:t,1on or Schroed1ri~er1 ia •quat\on ... (3) 
- . 
0 ,. 
aimn_ar teChnique to determine the eigenvalues of el,l1P'fic 
Wasow used· a· 
I 
·" dif:tr.eren·ce equations. ( 21 )' 
I 
I • j The one-,climenijional Schro~dinger equation is: 
~ -V(x)lf'(xr=-X \/1 '/'1?0 
• • 
In the solution (3 )- , the· i~irst eigenvalue agrees fairly well 
; ' 
•. . ..., i ................... . 
:wtthi""the exact value, 'bu't the ae-oond ..... e.igenvaiue does not 
' • 4 , 
:show comparabl,,e behavior. 
)If., 
In general, Monte Carlo,does noibring great improvement 
•• . I 
ov•r conventional methods· in the solution· of partial dif-
ferential e·quations. If improvements in the -techniques of 
"handling these ... _equations and faster and larger machines are 
.. 
' . 
developed, a much la·rger class of partial differential 
I 
i 
equ&.tions Will_ be able to be'Bo;t.ved than at the present tim!9. 
' ' . 
Indeed, machines such as LARC and STRETCH are probably able 
to handle the computations now. Monte Oa.rlo .. Methods 
, ' C should be reserved for those problems 1p this field-which 
. r . 
are of such a magnitude that they cannot.be. solved by con-
,• 
ventional methods. 
-. Queueing Theory /. 
There are many places in Queueing Theory where random 
. ' 
factors- can arise. , ~or example, the n_umber of arrivals per 
unit time, mean servi~_rate per channel, and mean number of ·,. 
free channels all have a random chp,racter. 
~ A simple application of Monte Carlo is given be~ow. The 
time intervals between arrivals (I) are obtained by random 
' . 
' , 
...... _ ,. 
-~· 
tJ 
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. aeiection; similarly, correspondipg service times (;S)· -
·"' • - :,c_ \ 
., 
~ l • -;, . 
a,re. determined. ~.Jrhe wa1 ttn·g · time (W) · ,for each\ unit -
•· . . . . "" - ' ., 
¢ 1~ computed by'· the :f'ollOwing formula:· W(present unit)• 
. . ~--
.. 
W(previous unit)+S(previous unit).;.:I. 
. ' . - ~ . If this ,quant\tJ. 
is <O, the waiting time is zero. -
I -Saa~y gives a list of typical problems in ~ueueing ~ 
'\ 
Theory. (18) The 11st is approximately as follows: 
I 
\ 
- \ " 
\ 
~' ' 
... •' . 
, , ·a) act1v1ty2'at a· telephone switchboard 
O'; b) · the loading .of a ire raft (stacking, 
. . . etc. r ' 
· c ") · the load 1_ng and unloading of s·hips 
d) sc~~duling of patients in_clinics 
e) customers and taxis at a stand 
f) customers at a store ( random 
ael~ction for "!3ervice) ~ . 
g) items in a proauct\on.line. 
This is only a very brief 11st of probiema which ,pan be 
. ;: ·. ~ . 
eolved .by appl~y-~ng Monte O.arlo techniqu~s to Queueing Theory. 
,? 
The interested reader,: c~n obtain f'urther1 references by con-




































,, Ghapter III 
. . 
'mCHNIQUES WITH BANDOM NUMBERS . 
I: 




Thi's section explains the following: 
c~) HOW to obtaJ:in random numbers 
I 
. (_p)' Imp~rtant tests for randomnes-s 
( 9), Conversion of random numbers· · 
__ from a Uniform distribution to 
'" a given· distribution . 
Methods of Obtaining Random Numbers 





'tables ff ran~,pm numbers are· available and provide the 
•·, 
".lll~St direct means .of obtaining random numbers. The major , 
work in t~is field is ~ Million Random:··DiS1ts with 100 1 000 
Normal Deviates by the Bt,a.nd- c--6rporation. 0(l?) These num-
bers were produced· by tQ.e .. electronic equivale:pt err a 32-
place roulette wheel. Additional information concerning 
the generation and testing of these numbers can be found 
" 
1n the work 1 tself or in (.16b) 
I ... .. . 
Unifortunately; tablJ9S of random :pumbers -can be· used 
on3=.y in· a limited number of cises. In almost any case 
of 'interest,' performing the computations by hand proves 
cumbersome- and, in most instances,., impossible. The entire 
calculation can be perfoi-med 1 \OB 1. a computer by feeding in 
0 
random numbers one by one and storing them within the1. 
comput~r. The Rand table is available on ~ched cards for 
r J 
this purpose. However, 1n a hi~-spe
1
ed digital computer 
this would be a great waste of storage apace if anything 
more than a small quantity of numbers was neededo Since 
. 
the input-..output function is the slowest mode of operation· ~ 
-23-
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fo.r a large-.acale computer, it would be a waste of time 
. .\ . . .·· 
if the random numbers we,re fed in only when needed. , -The .· 
' ""'... . . 
\ '\ . 
calculations we ~re ·concerned with a:re u·sually of such a. 
\ 
magnitude as to require a large supply of random numpers. 
Thus,WE!,:.See, that f~r. c1mputer applicat1onS, a methol o.f 
internally generating random numbers is necessary~ 
Numbeps · can be. generated which pass certain tests· ·tor 
I 
\ -
randomness; in this. paper, the~e sets of number~ will be 
\ 
. \ ' 
called pseud o-ra~d om nurµbe rs. " \' 
\. 
'The Mid-square Method provides a mea~s of generating 
~-. 
I 
pseudo-random numbers~ Tl\e square of an --.n-d1g1t ~u~ber will 
contain 2n d ig1 ts ( some d igfts at °the beginning or end ~y · 
b·e zero). Long ·sequences of random numbers ca.n be, ob.tained , 
by taking tl').e .. middis n digits of the square or· some ,n-digit 
' . .... 
i • 
number as th~ next member, of the set of pseudo-random num-
bers. For example, let r 0 equal 1234, then r 0
2:0l522756 
\ . 
and r1 :5227. SimiJ..arly, r1 2:273~1529 and· r 2.a3215. When 
" ~ \ I 
a number appears :for the second time, all numb.ere Which fol-
low 1 t will appear for the seoondr time. To obtain the 
~ '. . . 
lo~gest possible seque7;1ce, ·the ;,starting value, r 0 , must be 
.1· 
'•' ... 
chosen carefully. The process c1an be mod1f1Ehi·--·by multi-
plying two n-digi t numbers and extractlng the middle n 
digit~ of the product. 
,· ...... c: ! 
The Congruential Multiplicative Method is most com-
-· 
monl'y used because sequences· of extremely long perroa can 





- .. -, 
.. 
be generated which have desirable randomness properties. r} 
The numbers are produced ace ord 1ng to the formula rn+I _, __ ::: _ .. _ _ __ ··-- 0 _, __ , _______ t; 




Z1'! t 4 tC2 Q 1 IUZ4t¥!iaazr: . A I. 11 .lbtil. 
. " . 
• - • a • " •' ~" -.•,- '• • ~ - ". .. ' ~-.,. -
" ... _ ... ,..~-~ .... -·-~··· 
... 
\. r- '.r . 
: ' ~. ·~. . . ' 
. ,-
· krntmod p) • 
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' The choice .or 1·k, p, and r 0 is quite im-
"'" ' 
po_.rtant; 1f _k, p, and r 0 are not p·roperly selected, a \ 
, . "' 
.J 
sequeno." may be generated which has· -too short a period •. --
• . . k . . • ' '- ..r--~--
However, it is possible t<;> obta~n tong sequences o:f' p~eudo• 
.. 
random numbeps with this method. Lehm,~ used f:23, p:108-+ 
--~~ 
., 
l,. r 0•1 and obtained a sequence of length· 5882352.- Th1s 
'-
type of pseudo-random- number sequence termi~natee in the 
'l ' 
same way, .as the Mid-Square Method 
has appeared b·efore is obtained. 
-randomness tests on 5000 numbe·r• 
sequence does; a number -which 
L~ E. _Cunn 1ngham performed 
·1 ----'··-~ .• , , . ., 
l -
.. ge~erated in this way and 
,. 
the numbers were found to be satisfactory. 
A similar approach is the Congruential Additive Metho!3. 
. . 
The, paper of- Ta.ussky a~d 'f€>dd (1"1b) states, 
. -
11 The only practical reasoI) to search 
further for processes tip gener,ate random 
numbers is to gain speed.: The obvious 
suggestion is· to try us,ing addition 
·instead of multiplication." 
That is, construct a Fibonacci sequence modulo P. P-1 is . 
I -
usually the largest number acceptable by the computer~ Then 
by usin6 fixed,-point addition .and disregarding overflow, 
_i).. 
tne reduction mod P can be made. Unfortunately, the numbers 
a.re not independent; hence, not truly random. 
./ 
In summary, we see tha:t ra_n?om number tables have good 
randomt1ess-pro-perttes-, but 6r!J inconvenient to use in pract"i~e. 
I 
Mid-Square Methods are easier to use in practise than random 
number tables. ~lthou@ ~he~prog~mmitig of -Mid_-Sq":1are 
/ 
Methods is difficult, they are more read 1ly ··adaptable to· 
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. \ . 
but are sensitive to the·choice of the initial value. 
Congruential ~Multiplicative Methods are the "easiest 
'Z\ . 
paeudo~random~ number generatipg .techniqueg\ to use in a · 
. \ .. 
' ',, ' 
computer. They posses desirable randomness propertie.s 
• 
but. are sensitive to t~e cp.o.1c.e of k,. r 0 _, 9 a?d _P• Finally, 
- l'f, • 
.. 
. ' . 
Cong~ential Additive Methods, wh11-e faster the.n Congruen·:.. 
(! 
~. 
tia.l Mµltiplicative Methods, do not furnish the required 
random ·numbers. 
~•sts for Randomness , 
Several test·s of' the ·randomness of number-sets will 
\ 
be described next. These tests are nece~sary to check on 
the randomn'9ss··of a sequence of numbers which shall be used 
\ 
in our calculations. The ·most important work in this 'field 
is "Randomness and Random Sampling Numbera•• by -Kendall and 
Smith. (10) The four tests described. by Kendall and Smith 




1. Frequency 1 Test. All digits should appear an approxi-· 
mately •.qual number of ~_1mes, (N/10)'. ~ ... 
.. 
2. Serial Test. No digit sho~ld tena·.to be followed by any ~ 
other digit. That is, 
_, . 
11 1f ••• we form a bivariate table .•..•.• 
arranged in rows accordtng to the first 
digit, and in columns according to the 
second digit, we should get frequen-c ie s 
which are approximately equal in all 
·n ( 10). · the cells. . . ----······ -................ . 
3. Pomer Test. If the digits are chosen in groups of five-
'· 
-· 
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a p~ir, t;hree or: a kind, a :ru11~ house, four of a -kind,-. Ii" 
five o:f a kind~· 
4. Gap Test.~ 
) • ~ ~ 
~
1F1nally, there are certain expect'"a-
t1ons:t1n regard to the gaps occurlng 
betweeri the same digits in the series • 
· -For instance, if we take one digit·, , 
say, zero, in about one-t~nth of the ~ 
cases the first zero will be followed 
immediately by a second zero .and there 
wi_ll be· no gap. In about nine-








be one digit between the two zer~s. 
In.about eighty-one-thousandths of the 
cases there will be a gap of two 
digits between successive zeros and so 
~n." (10) · '<I 




to f}nd a no~-random s·equence which evades a~l of the above 
i 
tests. A locally random sequence is defined to be one 
\ . 
which passes these tests. A sequence may be acceptable 
, when taken·,as a whole, but a. part of it may be decidedly
 
non-random,. Aa an extreme case of a very large sample, 
consider a loca.lly random set of 101°
10 
digits. -It 1s 
.... 
practically certain that a block of ,a m1ll1o~ ~eros occurs. 
If we were to sample from this block we. would decide that 
the set was def1n1 te~y ~on-random. Thus, care should be 
taken that the sample set is truly random.,· 
In all of the above tests, the expected frequency 1s 
calculated, a samplitfg is made·' and a~ is computed with 
the appropriate degrees of freedom. The usual .procedures 
in applying a~ test are then followed. 
5. Th~ a2 Test. Random dig~ts are used ._t_o select random 
-
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<t. . ....... 
of the distance between two points ·1.s· :J_~ss than o(_a, 1s given 
'by::. -
• [>. 
P:,ro1..2-B.~/;,. J} / 2 for O;-.t ~ 1. <:>-
P=;t/3 t (11'•2 )?,. 4(cil. 2_1) \_ (.8/3 )'(«2-1)~12-~/ 2•. 
4-Lcf s.ec .;.~ for· i. °'-<i ~ 2/·J 
. 2 
The· prcb,a.b111t_1es are given in (5)' for°' varying in incre-
, 
, ' 
ments of .1 from Q.O to 2.0. It is noted that three digits 
. . 
· suffice to represent one coordinate. The authors, Gruen-
berger _and: Mark, remark that this test is more stringent than 
those of Kerlllall and Smith. 
- Seve·ral other randomness tests may t?e used 
~ ..,; 
.are not ,as powerfUl as the previous five. 
low. "" .. 
' 
·pe.riodicit? Test. If a pseudo-random number e:ne.r~tor ·ts 
. I • 
used, the_ original sequence ( or some · subset o 1 t) w111 
0 • "----
"'. eventually be re:peated. ·This repeated sequence should :not 
have a small period; the minimum acceptable.length epends 
,tp 
on the user'~ needs. 
Serial Corre.latton· test,. 
:) ' •, ~ 




. J.·· · ,r .,. . .· i · .... .,. 
I ' '. ', •, • ' \ ~ 
ma.y have som~::correla:t1o~:_o;r digits w'ith lags of R positions 
. ~. ,f ' ' '.\ . J 
> ' 
' J ' } (i.e., n1 may be correlated with the digits in position 
nitR). Serial correlation with a. lag of R numbers may be 
tested on a total of N+R numbers. The correlatiort is com-
.. puted 
~ . ~ .. 
where Ck is the correlation coefficient 
.with _a_ l~g Q:f; ~- po_~it~ons_~ 
Here E(Ck)~-1/N-l; Var(Ck)=l/N•2. 
Of the la.st two. tests givsn aboye·, .only the Serial . 
. ' ' j . . 
( 
I 
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... l • . • • 
CQrrelation~Test is seen with any r~gularity~ .. . . 
Random .Number. C~nversion -~th.ods 
· ·Generally, the random ·numbers· which are,j:>btained "ln ' ' ... ,.,, . 
~ ~ 
the course of a ·Mc;>nte Carlo calculation are uniformly .... 
distributed between O and 1 (this distribution has· mean= 
l/2 and variance;· = 1/3) .• '?be .nwnbers which have been obtained Ix 
are conve.rted to non-uniform distributions which arise :Ln " t ' -
. 
. 
the problems. One means of accomplishing··1hthist is through." '--- . . 
the use of. mappings. . We apply tbe transformation· ·Y =. T (x) , 
' .· 
where x is a uniform random number. In practice this is not 




Another method of conversion is through the use of the 
,, 
Rejection ·Technique. - A simple example of the· Rejectipn .. 
~- .... 
Technique was given at the beginning of this pap~r in. the 
} . \ ;1 2 evaluation .of x dx. What reallY,. is going on"is this: 
" 0 ~ 
if y lies below f (x) .c.tccept it, oth~n.!is~ pick 6 another._ set 
~ .,, 
·o·f values (x,y) and try again. Sl4ppose the random vari,able, 
" 
x, has the probability density function f (;x) given by: 
·'· :, i: 
f (x) = 0 x < a -or x > ·a + b ·'\ ·1. 
··:,. 
_.r:· 
0 '€ f (x) ~ ,_M; a'-x~a+b 
-
- j(I) Ja+b :(_necessarily f .(s) ds = _ 1 ). 
. -«> a f (s)ds - ·;, 
,ij 
Kahn formalizes the process in 2-space· _as follows: 
"' . 
1. Obtain 1:wo random numbers,. R1 and R2• 
3. 
I" 
If R1 >{ £ <,;bR2) /M, pick · two ~and9m 
nilinbers R1
1 and R2
1 and try again. _ 





More. generally, -let I) (x) · and m(y) be probability density ·· 
~ -
. t'l 
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. 2 •. 
_ Independently choose y from m(y) • 
3. \lf y ~H(x), accept s, othexwise 
... repeat s te.ps one and two. . ... 
In step three above, it may prove easier to ·check .an · ·1n~ 
.equa.1.ity of .. the form g(y)"::: h (x). This is equivalent tq. ·.the l ... 
Orig_inal forn\ula tion with H (x) = g -l. (h (x) ) • .Ther~ are i:nany 
variations of this technique, some of which rnay be seen by· 
-·. . •. ::._ • ·-·' ~-- '\..:.:! ...... l 
+-:efer:·ri~g to Kahn. (9) As examples of the reJe.~·tion tech-
nique:, consider how to .obtain .. three non-uniform :'Idistributions 
f:rom a uniform distribution. Notation·:- x is a random 
. ' 
·variable with the desired distribution, U(a,b) is the 
. .-> 
uniform distribution between a and b, and f(X) is the 
\-
p:r;obabili ty distribution of X. . ..... 
1. f(x) =e-xl~, 0~ x<to • This is a half-Ga~ssian diS-
~ 
tribution in the right half-pl_ane_. 
Choose R1 and R2 froi.n U(0,.1J ~nd le .. t y = -ln,R1 , z = -lnR2 ~ 
2 ,. ' . 
Then if (y-1) !S 2z, let i: = y; if' n~t, pick two new' random 
., 
numbers R1 , R2 from U('O,l) and repe~tthe above processes. 
Another )nethod of sampling (from an approximate 
r 
~ Gaussian distribution) is· by usi~g the~' Central Limit 
Theorem, which states "that the random variable x = l:. Ri, 
where R. is a member of U(-1,1), is normalry distributed J. .. 
with zero mean and var.nee 2n/i3 as I}--l)C, ·• The members 
' ' ' ~ t 
U(-1,f, 'are obtained by applying the 
members of U(O, 1). Then x = 2 LR. -n, 
' . 1 
mapping R! - 2R-l, to 
i 
where R. is a member 
J. ' ~~~r 
of U(O, 1). .. ~ 
of 
:2. f(i) = a,~ e-,/i.~ o<.a, i = O,·l, 2 ••• (Poisson distribu-
J~ 
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Of dE!termi!li:QI] .if yk.:::.. e -a. If so, J.et i = k. If not, re-
. . . 
place k by k + 1 and yk by yk~l = RicYk and repest. S1nc~ 
' ~ ~···1: and rk is monoto.ni~ally decreasing, the probability 
that yk>e-a (i.e.-, fails :the test) is given..,py l·.- e-al: aj/j! • 
i. ' 
The average number of Ric used for each. i is a + 1 ~ 
3. f (x) = e -x O := x<tX>.,. · (Exponenti~l distrib~tion) .,.·Choose 
R0 , R1 • The testing p·rocedure is as follows: if Ri_1 -i Ri ... , 
·p~c~ Ri+l,~nd repeat_ the procedure (i.e.,· inquire if·Ri~ Ri+l). 
,. , ., ~ 
. 
:tf not·,.' ,!:hen Ri-l > Ri and let z = ;R0 • Choose x = z + L, where 
L number of failures. The probabili~y a trial will be 
rejected is -1 e • 
These three conversions are s~~cif·.i;c examples o.f the 
rejection t~chnique. The rejection''.te,chnique ca*1 be used. 
to sample from any desired frequency distribution. ·Thus 
. . . I 
o~e_,·does not need to :µse mappings or to h·ave a se_pal?clte"" 
. -generating function for each distribu·tion. of interest; •. 
Sununary lJ 
In this chapter, methods of obtaining sets of random 
numbers ,have been discussed. !J.'ables of ·random nwnbers 
' 
we~e mentioned along with .. algorit1uns for generating pseudo-
random ~wnbers, ~d their advantag~s and disadvantages 
noted •. The main advantage 'of tables of random numbers 
is that they are .obtained f;rom rando~ processes such as 
neutron emisBion from~ radiative source or a random 
. ··- ··-··· ·········----·-·- .. ·---·J 
noise generator (thus truly random), rather than generated 
by an algebraic process •. Unfortunat~ly, they are very 
clumsy to use in digital computers. Pseudo-random numbers 
appear to be random when subject~d to a series of 
·. . I - 1 , 
.. :i .; - . : .. ··-· .. -.-:--·-'.'. .. · :- ·--.-·-- . - ... 
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.. , ...... :·· 
--~---~ 
teats and _may be used in place of· t"ab.les·'"'o.f· rand.om n:um-
~ . 
bers. They are mu-ch easier to u-se tha:n ·ta·bles. stt1ce the 
J .. geTieratin~ functions take up very 11 ttle -sn~ce · in the• 
' 
memory of the computer. A possible disa.avantaFe to the 
, 
use 9.f. pseudo-random numbers is that they are ~~~·- truly 
random iTI · the sense ment~oned above, but ar, genenated ·· 
--
by an algebraic process. Because the pseudo-random n\lm-
,· 
ber,s,mi~ht not possess the desired randomness. properties, 
' sev'en ''"tests of randomness·' have been described·.. These 
--
tes·ts can be performed by the compute·r~ It may 'be nec-
t 4• • 
es·sary to convert a .. set of .. uniform random numbers to a . 
set of no·p~un1fbrm random numbers. This need arises in· 
- pract1c··e when the d ietribut.J.on of' the problem is non-
, 
uniform •.. The methods of conversion by rnap-pi-qp:.s: ·a.nd by 
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Chapter IV 
'VARl:ANCE REDUCTION TECHNIQUES 
.. 
. In this chapter, Straightforward S~mp11ng shall be 
a,,, 
discussed in addition to the a six sampling methods which 
w~re mentioned ···in the first chapter. The ·:following notation 
conventions shall be used 1n the description of .the various 
techniques. The expected yalue of a random va.riable, say 
L 
-U, is denoted by U. The space, S, in which sampling is 
done·is partitioned into .M mutually exclusive regions, s1 ,. 










• • j -~-2 
and sample variance, Vk-~ -zk , of the quantity ';:., --.. 
being estimated·is obtained. The me·an, over the entire 
apace' z= ~kg(k)' where gfk) is the probab111 ty that a 
I,, ~ 
,random point is in the region 8lt. ,:,,,f 
' 
a. Strai6_htfo.rward Sam;elin5 -
~ . . to attempt 
·-In many cases, the simple.st way sampling is 
.,, 
to construct the desired distribution (e.g., by using 
. -
techniques described in Chapter III) and pick samples from 
it. This metho~ is known as Straightforward Sampling (alsQ"1 
kn~wn as Model Sampling). The estimate of the m~an ~nd 
vaf1anoe are g1v~n by z*=(l/Nl!Z1 ~nd Va=(l./N)(rVJ4·('Zj--Z) 2 ). ········ 
-
This is often a slow and inaccurate process. 
We can improve on the results obtained by this method by 
attempting to reduce the variance • 
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' p by n/N. The variance was given by V=p(l-p)/N. 
'1 
one way~ 
_ of reducing V would be to increase N. However, if the 
"' 
value of p is· in~reased (decreased) when P?i (when P!-i)··;-
the variance will be decreased. We shall -see in· the 
' followi_ng paragraph_s how the value of l? ~ay be increased 
o.r decreased. 
b. Importance Sampling 
0 
Importance sampling may be described briefly a.a 
• "'I 
picking samples from regions of inteJifst.~ . One draws 
:."samples from a distribution other ~han the one suggested 
by ,the problem and then ••• applies an appropriate . 
. 
weighting factor which • : • corrects for having used the 
wron~ distribution." (140) ~ Thus, the chance that the sa.mple 
is drawn .from an interesting region ca.n be· increased·. -Kahn 
notes .. In principle, ••• it is always possible to design 
an Importance Samplipg scheme tha.t has zero variance." ( 14~) 
.. 
The signific.ance of this statement is that if one is 
fortunate, or has good intuition, one may. be able to choose 
. 
a very efficient .sampling scheme form the infinite number 
availa.ble. 
Formal1z1.~g thu proc-ess: · . 
1. A 11k 11 is chosen from g*(k') instead of g(k). g*(k) is 
·..... ..; 
the ·function which changes the prooab1111;,y that the sampling 
rl? 
' 
is pe:rformed tn the ···:r-egiotf -~-.··· · · · .. -..... ····-·---- · · ............ ·- ··--·---- ~--· .... ··· · -· ···--·:··_- .. : · 
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3. _ With the coord1nates of points chosen 
'* - Mg(k) 
in this way,-
'\ * . * . 
evaluate ·i = L~ wher~ ~ - g * (k) Zic 
Three condition$ ,must be met: 
, 
* ~ / -
a. g (k) :/- ·O unless g (k) = O .:\i-1 :\ .\;.,.: .. ·~\:!',:~ : •• ., ,: i::~~~: '' :·: .. 
.. , ' 
b.. 0- ~ g* (k) ~ 1 
c. . ~g,{k) = 1 · 
* Outside of ...these restrictions~· the g (k) are arbitrary. 
" 
'* . -
shown that the expected value of Z is z. How-:i:t can be 
-~ 
* ever, z -is not equal to z2 • Ka.hn (9) derives an ex-
-'pression £Or the variance of z*: V~ = (1/N} (Z-;'J.-Z2 ) = __ - ~· 
.. 2~ 2 2 (1/N)Lgt> ~ _z2. To minimize vb. the quantity~!k) Zic 
. . g (k) g (k) . 
-must be minimized since z is independent of the manner in 
. -
:wht~h the sampling was performed. By .using standard 
'* .ca·1culus of variations techniques the optimum g (k) is i 
fOU.n.d to be g * (k) = (1/D)g (k){~ where D =[ g (kR.. (9) 
'The minimum V. = -N) ( g (k) ~) 2 -z 2 • The difference 
Va-vb is~ -if~- 2• That is, Va is reduced by the variance 
of random variable whose probability of asswning the value {=:[ is g (k) • It is usually easier to construct g * (k) 
*. - -proportional to ~-- In this case, (k) = g(k)·Zic/Z. The 
variance reduction is then Zic 2 (1-Z/ZicJ . . 
. 
c. Russian Roulette and Splitting 
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used in multi-stage sampling·. 
·then a value x2 , and so on. 
f' --
.. For some regions of X the error is 
small enough or the e*Pense_ of ·p1cking 
· · • (x2 , x3 , • • J and evaluating 
z large enough that it isn't efficient 
to pick a • -• • {iet of values-·x2, x3 , 
• • .:J. and eval·uate Z, f~r every such x1 -~.--~ 
• 
\ I \ 
-~ 
.. 
\ . ' 
: ·• ·: .. -, . ~;:: ·,-· ... :, · .• ,,_,_ -,ce.•.;:s.::,.,_§M4Gf',,,,.,:§'°'.s·~--,cc.:"''"''-·:A,,,,-£ P?E£.l=M,£~&4S*:122J& :' a, t *.:f~-\l!..R:T~r.c·. · 
I --,e ~ ·-=-- ' 
-:3.6-
that has been sampled, but 'only' a 
· --·PO.I"tion of them~- In other regions 
of the x1 -space the error in the 
... [x2-x3-. • .J space is large . 
... -"· 
enough or the additional cos.t small 
enough that it pays to sample many 
values of ••• [x2, x3 , • ·• J for 
each x1 value that has been picked. 
11 (14c) 
Stepwise, the process . is as follows: . · 
j.. Every re.gion 8k is cl7assified as being of 'type. I 
. ;, -~ .. ' 
or type II. . In a type I region it is not desirable . to 





mentioned above. In a type II region, for each x1 choose·, 
one or more sets (:x2_, x3 , • • • ) and evaluate, z. 
' ' 
2. Russian Roulette is the pame of the sampling done in 
J.. • 
a type I .region. 
n .. 
If X is in a type I region, 
. 1 5k, we . . 
play an additional·game of chance. suppose we only wish 
to consider the samples from type !~regions, 5k, qk 9£ 
the time. Select a random number; if it is less than qk 
J, 
pick (x2 , :x:3., ·--~ •• ) , evaluate z, and record Z/qk for the 
sample. If it is not less than qk (with. probabili~y 1-qk)' 
..) 
do not select (x2 ,. :.x3, • • • ) : record: zero for the s~ple. 
This is especially useful when z is a complicated function and 
there are a number of type I regions. The variance in a 
type I region 8k is vck = (~/qk) - ~-
3. Splitting is used in a type ~I region st. If x1 is a 
member of such a regio·n, choose nt se~s . (~2, x3 , • • • ) 
wherer·tft .. -depend-Ef .. on·xi···-- ... 'l.'l'i~rr·tne----:s'amplt! e~t1mate is the mean 
.. 
of the values z (x1 , x21 , • • . ) • The variance is given by 

































For· the variance:li.of the entire sample (all type I nnd 
~ 
all type I I regi_on.e) Kahn. { 9) "'s1')ows: , 
~g(k)Vk(nk where V': 4h'g(k\Z/ - z2. 
V c=V ~{k)'zic·2 /qk-t-
" "' 
The intere_sted reade'r may refer to Kahn who gives 
methods fpr determinine- the tyoe .I regions, tyoe II :re;;t.1.otl·•, 
--.. 
Russian Roulette a-na Splitting has been used with· 
. -~ 
. . 
success on nuclear di{fu•1on problems. For example it 
is desired to celculate the probability that a pa.rtioie wl11 
;;, 
-~~ijs ·through a slab. The particle sta·rts. R.t .one side of th~ 
s.lab·ana has collisions which send it bac~wf!·ras, absorb it, 
or transmit it. The particles· of int_e_rest a.re the ones which 
_ ~ rf3 'trRn~_~mi tted, and on1y these ua rt iclee R re considered. 
d. Use ofr'Exoected Values 
- d 
-Occasionally, the values of Zk are k'l'lown ( or can :be·· 
IQ . \\ 
evaluated analyti<Y8lly without @:reat difficuJltyl., but the 
va.lues of g(k) are not/k:nown. It ts senseless to use Monte 
. ,,·- .,:;; °'~. 
Carlo. on. the part which ie a11Rly,tically tractable. Sample 
' . 
·Xj_. to .det_ermine the region, a.nd use the v~lue ~k As the 
~ample es.tima.te: Zd:{1/N)rg(k)-;i~ where Zir1 is the anal-
ytically c~lculated expected va~ue_~f Zin Sk chosen on the 
1.th sample. The variance is given by Vd:(l/N£g(k)(Zk.:'2) 2 • 
The reduc,tion of varia.nc~ is v·a - Vcfl:9g(k)vk• tlin many 
I 
cases ~ost of the var1Rnce of a problem can be eliminated 
• '• -.•••••--· ·• •' ., .. , ..... , •- "'·~~·"' -•-••• .......... ~r,_ .. ,......,.., ...... ':I..... •••• • ~ .............. _ -- • • 
by using only e. little bit of analys-ts." (14c) It 1s -·-
,· 
obvious that if Monte Carlo is u_sed on a.11 of the. p.rocabi l 1st-1c 
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be d-o:pe. analytically)· the variance will be la_rge:r than 1:f 
: '· 
expect~d. va.lue-·s are. used. .: ~~':: ·,:. ; \ .. 
e. Correlation -and Regression 
.,er•. 
Suppose two or..,more problems are to,,be solved. Oc-
casionally, it 'Will prove advantageous to solve them si-
« • 
mul taneously. For examl'le, w.e might att'empt to optimize 
certain parameters in an equation. Instead of optimizing 
each one separately, it may be possible to combine cert~in 
portions of the problem, resulting in a savings of both time 
" /. 
and money.· The topic of interest might be the relation-
.· ·ship between the problems. If we solve both at the sarne time, 
lt is usually possible to determine the ~eia,tionship more 
precisely than 1~ the problems were attacked independently 
and results compared. Still another reason for using 
correlated sampling is that the answer to one of the probleIDs .•... 
may be known; it is simpler to add the estimate ·of the 
41 
"difference .to the known quantity than t.o at'tem~t'l,i .th,, ·-.:, .l ( .·· ;., ' . ,. 
solution directly.· 
.• 
In the last instance, \'Le obtain estim~tes of a quantity 
[two-d1m·ensions) W(X, !' ,· r, a )=z(i,Y)-a( U(r, s )-'tr), where 
Z is the unknown quantity, and U is the known quantity with 
.... 
r·, ·s as parameters. · In the course of the calcul~tion som·e ·or -
the random numbers used to. Obtain {X~ Y) ~111 also be used t.6 
.obtain (r, s); so the two samples are not ,independent. Mote 
·-tlia·t-.. txre -·expe~·t·e-il-vai~e-of W is .z, the expected value o-f z. 
( 
It is shown in (14c) tha.t the variance of Wis given by: 
v.=c1/N) (s/-2aps1s2 a2s/) where s12- variance of z. s/: 
\ 
_ • .:,. f,1 
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,. 
va.rian.ce of U, and p:correlation coef'fici'"ent of the two 
~ 
processes u·and z. The correlation coefficient, p, measures 
the.. amoun·t of· similarity in the. two processes. Often it is 
.. 
possible to choose·a=l. I:f the kno~.rn problem --is similar. 
to the unknown one; s1 and s2 are nearly equal, and p nea.r 
··1, V8 . can be less than s1~. Indeed,_ it has been shown that 
for optimum- a,:ps1/s·~/.'V~=(l/N)s12(1J..-p2 f. (9) .f? 
In genera.l, a=ps1/se is unknown; hence the need for 
"Some means of estimating a. Kahn suggests dividin~ the 
sample into two parts, obtaining estimates for "a" form each 
·part, and ~sing these values on the other halves of th~ sam-
. - . ' 
ple to obtain two values of Z, which are then averaged •. ·( 14c) 
-This may occasionally increase the vari~nce, but it is un-
biased, which at times is very ·important. 
f. Systematic Sampling 
Suppose the function g(k~, that is the probability that 
the point (:JS_,~ •••• ,~) lies in the region 5it, is ~nown, 
Suppose it has been previously decided that exactly T samples 
··will be pick~d •. Then a very convenient device is lvailable. 
Simply choose samples until tk::g{k)T sa.mples have been 
picked · form the k th· re-o:ion Sk, This elimiria te s the variance 
ii 
·Which arises in the choice of regions. 
J 
Little extra work is 
- .. 
needed to employ this de.vice. In genera-l, itv will not bring 
great improvements in efficiency. Kahn estimates the im-
.. 




The variance associated ·with ·thi.s m,thod is given 1:>y::: 
•·\ 
-~·· 
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v a - V £ : (1/N) £ g (k) <Zic - Z) 2 • 
Thus the variance is decreased by the variance of·the 
-average values of Zit. over the M region~ 
g • stratified, sampling (Quota sampling) 
This method of sampling is similar to systemati·c r,sam-
J . 
pling. . In each region sk a sp~cified number_ o~ · samplei:r i~ 
\, 
chosen. In 'this scheme, instead of ~hoosing g(k)T = 1it 
* M\. 
samples in the region 3k, 1it sample~. are_ selected, where 
·• . 1it is ch.(?~en to make the v.ariance 0:f the estimate a min-
~. 
imum. It h~s been shown that this nmnber ~-,;,. Tg(k)~;/ Vk. 
~ ,·· (9) In· this case V = (1/T)Vk·· g . 
The reduction is v~ - v9 = (l(i') (:[_g (k) ~-- t' Vk) 
2
+ _[g (k) 
:~:<21t - z) 2). Not only has the variance due to ·the variation 
. ~ ' ' 
.,,,,( 
·tn choosi.ng samples from the M regions been eliminated, but 
·,' 
'1'.,., 
:a variance due to the variation in vk has- also· bee'n elimi~a.ted,.· 
- - • .• --~-~- ...... = 




, .. If the values of g (k) are not known in advance, but 
* 
·app.roximations to the ~ are known, points. may ~~;r.- chose:n: 
at random and each point identified with the region in· 
* which it lies. If 1it points have already been chosen, 
disregard ·t.nat trial and choose a new point. * If·~.points 




' ' \ 
4 
it. '!Chis proceas is of value only if the cost of pickint 
___ (X.1_' x2, _ ... • • ) is negligible as compared w:i th the cost of 
., ....... -,· ..... I ..._ ----- ...,. -- -.,.. •• ~ ._. ~ " . ., . ~. 
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:- ... ·. ~ 
to the evaluation of Z, it may .be decided to ignore a point, 
'j 
.. ~ ~. ·" • "... ........ •• • • •• ··- ·--·-·- .... ---··· •• • • 
depending on -~he ·relative oos·t·a ·of choosing (X1 , x2 , ••• ) 
and evaluating Z. 
--Finally, 1 t 1s of inteNnit to cons·1d·er the :following 
·statement by Herman Kahn ( 140): 
It is 'probably clear to the reader that 
the problems faced by the Monte Carlo 
experimenter in ·trying to cut down his·. 
statistical fluctuations are quite sim-
7 ilar to those that are faced in almost 
any application of sampling.. Therfore, 
much of the literature of statistics is 
relevant to the"problems we have been 
considering ••• It is valuable to have 
professional statistical help in de-
. s1gning these calcul?.tions. However, 
if one has to choose between a person 
who is mainly interested in statistics 
and one who- is ma.inly interested in. the 
problem itself, experi0nce has shown, 
in this field at lea.st, the latter is .. 
preferable. This last remark is not 
intend$d as a. slur on statiscians,, but 
simply to amplify a comment made earlier, 
that, 'the greatest gains in varianc~ 
reduction are often made by exploiting 
specific detail.a of the problem, rather 
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